
TEMPERATURE

Testo: According to Ohm’s law, resistance

is one of the most important values in

electrical engineering, in addition to

voltage and current. What are the effects

of the heat arising as a result of electrical

resistance?

Just: In cables carrying electrical current,

with the exception of what are known as

superconductors, the moving charge carriers

are hindered by collisions with the molecules

in the cable. 

The energy released during this process

causes the cable to heat up. Heat production

in electrical switchgear systems therefore

means energy loss. As a secondary effect,

heat causes the cable to expand, glow or

even melt and combust.

Testo: Undesirable temperature changes

therefore impair the performance of an

electrical switchgear system and also

represent a safety risk. Can this effect be

counteracted during the construction of

switchgear systems?

Just: Heat and power loss present a

constant challenge in the construction of

switchgear systems. The aim is always to

manufacture systems in which maximum

overtemperatures specified in standards are

observed, and in which heat loss and the

resulting loss of power are largely prevented.

Testo: How do you as a component

manufacturer contribute to this?

Just: Striebel & John offer switchgear system

engineers type-tested low-voltage

assemblies (TSK). These are specific setups

which switchgear system engineers can

easily understand with the help of installation

instructions. These setups are type-tested,

and observing the maximum overtemperature

is a main criterion. 

Testo: Is this test carried out by measuring

the actual temperatures occurring?

Just: The proof that specified temperature

limits are being observed for a specific setup

is obtained via temperature measurements

at all sources, such as switchgears, bus bars,

etc., at which heat may be produced. To do

this, probes are applied and the switchgear

system is charged with nominal voltage.

Testo: Are there any other areas where

temperature measurements are taken?

Measuring temperature 
in switchgear construction

The heat produced in live cables, components and energy consuming equipment represents a

fundamental challenge in the manufacture of electrical switchgear systems.The measurement of

temperatures is a primary tool for component manufacturers, and for switchgear system and electrical

installation engineers. We spoke to Karsten Just, Managing Director of Striebel & John GmbH & Co. KG in

Sasbach, Germany, about this issue.The company, which is part of the ABB group, is a manufacturer of

system components for electrical switchgear systems.

Testo talks to Karsten Just, 
Managing Director of Striebel & John
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Just: As with the product development and

configuration of our type-tested assembly

setups, the device layout in the switchgear

cabinet is normally based on the thermal

behaviour of the individual components. In

addition to other purely dimensional data,

temperature measurement is also a helpful

aid to switchgear system construction. This

applies to both new setups and servicing

applications.

Testo: Temperatures are produced only as

long as current is flowing. Measurement

techniques involving contact sensors are

therefore problematic from various points of

view. Is non-contact infrared measurement

technology an alternative?

Just: Not all temperature measurements,

such as in our type-tested assembly tests,

are conducted under secure laboratory

conditions. The infrared measurement

technology from Testo offers standard non-

contact solutions for recording temperatures

in a protected environment. In addition to this

is the special advantage of these devices:

the fast, itinerant spot measurement. The

acoustic and optical alarm function is of great

help here. 

Testo: Infrared measurement technology is

based on the fact that all bodies emit

electromagnetic waves of varying intensity

depending on the temperature. The energy

transported in this way permits non-contact

temperature measurement. In switchgear

systems there are different materials with

specific emission levels, i.e. the capacity to

emit infrared radiation. Bare, reflective metals,

such as top-hat rails, are often also present.

Is reliable infrared measurement actually

possible at all under these conditions? 

Just: To obtain precise measurements, the

emission level, which is dependent on the

reflection and transmission of the object to

be measured, should be taken into account.

This may be carried out using emission level

tables for each individual material. The

measuring instruments from Testo provide the

option of setting an emission level between

0.10 and 1.00. 

Testo: Are there any other areas where

temperature measurement is required? 

Just: As live components heat up, it is

necessary for the materials used to be tested

for specific properties, including temperature

stability. This applies in particular to plastic

casings. What are known as self-

extinguishing properties need to be verified

by means of a glow wire test. Testo also offers

the relevant instrument solutions for this

purpose.

TEMPERATURE
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Example of heat radiation

Sun

Heat radiation

Light radiation

What is heat radiation? 

Principles

It is a well-known fact in daily life that all

bodies emit electromagnetic waves, or

radiation, depending on their

temperature. During dispersion of the

radiation, energy is transported, a fact

which means that radiation can be used

to measure body temperature without

contact. The radiated energy and its

characteristic wavelengths are primarily

dependent on the temperature of the

radiating body. If, for example, you point

a parabolic mirror with a match directly

towards the sun, then it will ignite after a

short period of time. This is because of

the heat radiation from the sun, which is

concentrated by the parabolic mirror onto

a point.

Advantages of IR measuring technology

> Infrared measuring technology enables

simple temperature recording of fast,

dynamic processes. This is assisted by

the short reaction time of sensors and

systems.

> No influence on the object being

measured means that measurements

can be performed on sensitive surfaces

and sterile products, just as well as

measurements on hazardous points or

points that are difficult to access.

Match

Parabolic mirror

> Poor heat conductors, such as

ceramics, rubber, plastics etc. A

probe for contact measurement can

only display the correct temperature if

it can take on the temperature of the

measured body. In the case of poor

heat conductors, this is not usually the

case and/or the response times are

very long.

> Determining the surface temperature

of gears, housings and bearings in

large and small motors.

> Moving parts, e.g running paper

webs, running sheet metal tracks etc.

> Parts which cannot be touched, e.g.

freshly painted parts, sterile parts or

for corrosive substances.

> Measuring very small and very large

areas.

> Live parts, e.g. electrical components,

conductor rails, transformers etc.

> Small and low-mass parts from which

a contact probe would remove too

much heat thus resulting in incorrect

readings.

Infrared thermometers are particularly suitable for:
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Applications and practical tips

Measuring
instrument

Disturbance variable
e.g. dust, steam

Infrared
measuring
range

Measurement object

Error sources with infrared measurement

In the case of non-contact temperature

measurement, the composition of the

transmission path between the

instrument and the object being

measured can also have an effect on the

measured result.

Disturbance variables include, e.g.

Dust and dirt particles

Moisture (rain), steam, gases

> Only measure if there are no disturbing

variables

Incorrectly set emissivities can lead to

significant errors.

> Set emissivity using emissivity table or

check via contact probe. A coating

e.g. paint, oil or emission adhesive

tape with a defined emissivity must be

applied to the object being measured

in the case of non-contact

measurement on objects with low

emissivity.

The temperature differential between

the thermometer and ambient air can

lead to significant errors

> If possible, store the instrument in the

place where the measurement is to be

performed. This will avoid the problem

of adjustment time (but observe

instrument operating temperature).

IR measurement is a purely optical

measurement:

> Clean lens is essential for accurate 

measurement.

> Do not measure with fogged-up lens,

e.g. due to steam

IR measurement is surface measurement

> Always make sure that the surface is

clean. If there is dirt, dust, grime etc.

on the surface, only the top layer will

be measured.

> Do not measure at occlusions (e.g. in

packaging)

Distance between IR measuring

instrument and object being measured

too far - measuring spot is bigger than

object.

> Keep distance between instrument and

object being measured as small as

possible.

Aluminium, bright-rolled 170 °C 0.04

Cotton 20 °C 0.77

Concrete 25 °C 0.93

Ice, smooth 0 °C 0.97

Iron, polished 20 °C 0.24

Iron with cast skin 100 °C 0.80

Iron with rolled skin 20 °C 0.77

Gypsum 20 °C 0.90

Glass 90 °C 0.94

Rubber, hard 23 °C 0.94

Rubber, soft grey 23 °C 0.89

Wood 70 °C 0.94

Cork 20 °C 0.70

Heat sink, black anodised 50 °C 0.98

Copper, lightly tarnished 20 °C 0.04

Copper, oxidised 130 °C 0.76

Plastics (PE, PP, PVC) 20 °C 0.94

Brass, oxidised 200 °C 0.61

Paper 20 °C 0.97

Porcelain 20 °C 0.92

Black paint (matt) 80 °C 0.97

Steel (heat-treated surface) 200 °C 0.52

Steel, oxidised 200 °C 0.79

Clay, fired 70 °C 0.91

Transformer paint 70 °C 0.94

Brick, mortar, plaster 20 °C 0.93

Emissivity table of important materials

Material Temperature E
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Measurement spot Ø mm

Measuring distance mm

testo 825-T1 / -T2 / -T3 / -T4

testo 826-T1 / -T2 / -T3 / -T4

Ratio of measuring distance to

measurement spot 3:1

Measurement spot and distance from object being measured

Ø Measurement spot mm

Measuring distance mm

Ø 14

Ø 25 at 0 mm

Ø 25 at 0 mm

Ø 6 at 300 mm

testo 850-1

testo 850-2

Ratio of measuring distance to

measurement spot 12:1

testo 860-T1 / -T2

Near field 60:1

Far field 35:1

testo 860-T3

Near field 50:1

Far field 12:1

Ø 33

100
200

500

Ø 66

Ø 170

Ø 2.5

30
50

100

Ø 10.1

Ø 32.4

Ø 40

500
1000

2000

Ø 72
Ø 140

Ø 19

1150
1500

2500

Ø 29

Ø 58

Ø 15.5

150

500

1000

Ø 23

Ø 70

Ø 16

Ø Measurement spot mm

Measuring distance mm

Ø Measurement spot mm

Measuring distance mm

Ø Measurement spot mm

Measuring distance mm
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